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SUMMARY: <GAF/AVN> MESSAGE FORWARDS BRIEF ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION ON POSSIBLE ARMS TRANSFERS TO IRAN FROM THE FAR EAST.
2. <GAF/VNM> ON 28 FEB 88, A TOTAL OF 16 130 MM ARTILLERY PIECES AND 50 000 107 MM ROCKETS WERE REPORTEDLY LOADED ON A CARGO SHIP AT AN UNSPECIFIED PORT IN CHINA. THE PURPORTED DESTINATION OF THE HAIGHTI WAS IRAN.
COMMENTS: <GAF/VNM> [ORIGIN: RSI] [DISC: TIC 4241.14-G]

//IPSP: (U) PG
//COMOBJ: (U)
PROJ: (U) NONE.
INSTR: (U)
PREP: (U)
ACQ: (U)
DISSEM: (U)

WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED S.C.R.E.T., WARNING NOTICE INTELLIGENCE SOURCES OR METHODS INVOLVED NOT releasable TO FOREIGN NATIONALS.
DECL: [S C R E T ]
END OF MESSAGESECRET
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